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Asia’s Stock Markets from the Ground Up
2021-10-15
a summary of how stock markets work for those looking to invest this book is a
practical guide to asia s stock markets for a general audience it is for people who
do not know much about financial markets but for whatever reason would like to
learn more they could be seasoned expatriate pilots academics and other
professionals newcomers in the region as well as students or young men and
women about to start in the finance industry the idea is to cut through the
alphabet soup of industry jargon to provide a clear understanding of how these
markets work how they differ from each other in size and depth what unique
features each stock market has and what drives all the different sectors in these
markets consumers the internet banks and technology the book includes helpful
history lessons and personal anecdotes drawn from the author s 30 years in the
world of asian investments

Business Systems in East Asia 1992-07-27
in this major contribution to comparative international business richard whitley
compares and contrasts the dominant characteristics of firms and markets in japan
south korea taiwan and hong kong relating these to their particular social political
and economic contexts at the level of the firm he looks at such areas as
management styles and structures decision making processes owner employee
relations and patterns of company growth and development he also discusses
market development customer supplier and inter firm relations and the roles of the
financial sectors and the state in market and industry development the book also
examines the ways in which key social institutions in each country have affected
the evolution of business finally the author makes a comparison of east asian
business systems with dominant western practices

Asia’s Stock Markets 2014-02-26
stock markets play a key role in corporate financing in asia however despite their
increasing importance in terms of size and cross border investment activity the
region s markets are reputed to be more idiosyncratic and less reliant on economic
and corporate fundamentals in their pricing using a model that draws on
international asset pricing and economic theory as well as accounting literature we
find evidence of greater idiosyncratic influences in the pricing of asia s stock
markets compared to their g 7 counterparts beyond the identified systematic
factors and local fundamentals we also show proof of a significant relationship
between the strength of implementation of securities regulations and the noise in
stock pricing which suggests that improvements in the regulation of securities
markets in asia could enhance the role of stock markets as stable and reliable
sources of financing into the future
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Asia Pacific Financial Markets in Comparative
Perspective 2005-11-01
provides some background on the various financial market segments of the asian
pacific region this book offers an understanding of institutional detail size and
scope of the relevant markets and affords a view that lends or detracts from the
credibility of intermarket comparisons

The Emerging Asia Pacific Capital Markets:
Challenges and Opportunities 2021-05-24
emerging and frontier financial markets in the asia pacific region have experienced
significant changes in recent years in areas affecting regulation market
participants and products this collection presents perspectives from authors in
local markets who provide their analysis of the history current development and
future outlook for 11 countries bangladesh cambodia india indonesia malaysia
mongolia pakistan the philippines sri lanka thailand and vietnam the brief should
be particularly valuable for prospective investors interested in learning about
regulatory developments market structure and financial history in the region

Labor Markets in Asia 2006-07-03
this volume argues that while labour market reforms may be necessary in some
specific cases by no means are labour market policies the main explanation for the
widespread increase in unemployment and underemployment across asia and
country specific studies undermine the case for across the board labour market
reforms

Asia Pacific Derivative Markets 1996-03-29
erik banks responsible for global risk management at merrill lynch in hong kong
has written another text on the derivatives field covering innovation in these
instruments in asia pacific the text acts as a detailed reference on the nature of
these markets and the prospects for the asian derivative markets both listed and
otc he also includes an analysis of the australian new zealand and japanese
markets to fit the emerging markets into context

The Development of Local Debt Markets in Asia
2011-06-01
the paper makes an assessment of the progress made in developing local debt
markets in emerging asia market development has been limited by hurdles
confronting borrowers and lenders current and potential liquidity providers and
insufficient support from government policies and regulations besides fostering a
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credit culture to deepen local debt markets the issue of critical size can be
addressed through an integrated regional market for local currency bonds that
provides greater scale efficiency and access with rapid economic growth in asia a
key challenge is to generate financial assets that can provide the underlying
collateral for expanding fixed income markets and hence domestic and regional
investment opportunities

Money, Markets, and Trade in Early Southeast
Asia 2018-05-31
this substantial work explores the impact of monetization in premodern southeast
asia from the third century bce to the rise of maleka in the early fifteenth century
the author explores why concepts of money developed unevenly throughout the
region he considers trade policies price controls exchange ratios monopolies
variant standards of value and the administrative structures required to support
such a complex economic innovation

Taking Southeast Asia to Market 2018-09-05
recent changes in the global economy and in southeast asian national political
economies have led to new forms of commodity production and new commodities
using insights from political economy and commodity studies the essays in taking
southeast asia to market trace the myriad ways recent alignments among
producers distributors and consumers are affecting people and nature throughout
the region in case studies ranging from coffee and hardwood products to
mushroom pickers and vietnamese factory workers the authors detail the
southeast asian articulations of these processes while also discussing the broader
implications of these shifts taken together the cases show how commodities
illuminate the convergence of changing social forces in southeast asia today as
they transform the terms practices and experiences of everyday life and politics in
the global economy

Capital Markets in Asia's Developing Countries
1976
the innovation and sustainability in base of the pyramid markets series comprises
four volumes covering theoretical perspectives themes and various aspects of
interest across four key geographical regions where base of the pyramid bop
markets are located latin america asia africa and affluent countries this book
focuses on the bop markets in asia and in particular the challenge of how to
address the needs of deprived population groups in a sustainable manner base of
the pyramid markets in asia deals with amongst other topics the innovation and
innovativeness that is necessary to better the life of resource poor population
groups the book covers various themes and aspects of bop markets in asia and
their embeddedness in socio cultural settings and adopts a variety of theoretical
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angles for analysing the phenomena thus this book aims at furthering our
understanding of bop markets in asia and at deriving valuable recommendations
for managers and policy makers bop markets face unique challenges and private
sector actors alone cannot ensure sustainable value creation activities
multidimensional elements and factors are needed to alleviate poverty and create
economic development aligned with principles of sustainable development
therefore the book comprises critical and empirical studies as well as conceptual
papers on the challenges linked to bop markets in asian countries this book is
recommended reading for managers and policy makers as well as students and
academics interested in base of the pyramid markets

Base of the Pyramid Markets in Asia 2020-02-13
east and southeast asia is a vast and complex region its countries have a
bewildering array of histories demographics economic structures cultural
backgrounds and global marketing potential this handbook unravels the mystery
each chapter is written by a country specialist and provides a thorough and up to
date analysis of one of the esea countries each author follows a consistent model
and covers geography and natural resources the political system the economic
system the social system and the marketing environment complete chapters are
devoted to australia brunei cambodia china and hong kong east timor indonesia
japan korea north and south laos malaysia myanmar new zealand papua new
guinea the philippines singapore taiwan thailand and vietnam not just a review of
current conditions the handbook offers prognoses for future marketing and
commercial activity in each country this definitive resource is generously
illustrated with maps figures and tables and includes comprehensive references
and source materials for each country it is an essential reference for students
researchers and practitioners in the global economy

Handbook of Markets and Economies: East Asia,
Southeast Asia, Australia, New Zealand
2016-07-22
this title was first published in 2000 an investigation of the issue of financial
markets interdependence or integration through the application of recently
developed and powerful techniques in time series econometrics the text provides
coverage of theoretical analysis and applications in the context of the asia pacific
region

Price Interdependence Among Equity Markets in
the Asia-Pacific Region 2020-11-26
a practical step by step guide to value investing in asian stocks value investing in
asia offers a uniquely targeted guide to investors seeking new opportunities in
asian markets most value investing advice is geared toward us markets leaving out
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the key guidance that pertains specifically to investing in publicly listed asian
companies guidance that is critical for success this book focuses on the
opportunities and challenges of asian markets including current and historical case
studies that illustrate various successes risks and pitfalls step by step guidance
helps you unearth great opportunities in asia from understanding the
macroeconomic situation to narrowing down on specific investment opportunities
invaluable for both new and experienced investors this practical reference shows
you how to apply value investing principles specifically to asian stocks investing in
asia comes with an inherent set of unique challenges that must be understood
before any decisions are made some of these challenges are the result of operating
practices some are the result of regulatory issues and others come from the
markets themselves yet regardless of the source value investors in particular bear
the brunt of the obstacles this book shows you what you need to know and how to
invest intelligently in asian companies step by step approach guides investors
towards the practical application of value investing principles in asia navigate the
challenges unique to asian investing examine real life case studies that illustrate
both risk and opportunity delve into the key markets in greater china and south
east asia includes exclusive interviews with well known value investors in asia
despite the challenges and risks asian markets represent significant opportunity
especially for investors seeking value value investing in asia offers a practical
reference for new and experienced investors with real world guidance toward
intelligently investing in asian markets

Value Investing in Asia 2017-10-06
asia s demand for second generation financial institutions and markets needs to be
met in order for the region s further development to be sustained this book
provides a compelling fact based assessment of current practices and regulations
in asia s financial institutions and markets and carefully documents the exciting
opportunities and challenges that lie ahead in the region s financial systems this
book differs in design from typical treatments of financial institutions and markets
because its focus is on asia rather than using the us model in terms of market
configurations or products as a benchmark and its takes a contemporary and
forward looking view of financial markets examples of practice from asia are used
to illustrate major accepted themes in finance and financial regulation to the
extent that asia s main economies share characteristics that are distinct for
example in the relationship between government and the banking sector or in
aspects of corporate governance the book will discuss the consequences for
market operation and intermediation the book s carefully structured facts and
rigorously argued analysis carry important implications both for students in
business and law and for professionals new to financial markets in asia it will
change the way that asian financial markets and institutions is taught in
universities as well as provide a valuable resource for professionals working in
finance in asia
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Finance in Asia 2013
this volume comprises studies by leading research scholars in the united states
and asia on asia s debt capital markets the book is unique in drawing upon the
research experience and perspectives of experts from the academic legal
governmental and practical investment fields they assess the risks and
opportunities and strategies for developing these markets the authors adopt a
multidisciplinary approach encompassing economics finance and law

Asia's Debt Capital Markets 2006-12-11
this first volume of a two volume study concentrates on the geopolitical and
economic transformation of the asia pacific region it focuses on the relationship
between the decline of ideological bipolarity and dissolution of cold war alliances
on the one hand and the rapid industrialization of east asia and the tensions
generated by the shifts in the global and regional balance of economic interests on
the other hand special attention is paid to the three major powers the us china and
japan as well as small and middle powers such as indonesia malaysia and canada
for scholars researchers and policy makers involved in the region s politics and
economy camilleri teaches international relations at la trobe university australia
annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

States, Markets and Civil Society in Asia Pacific:
The political economy of the Asia-Pacific region
2000
in this meticulously researched study the authors analyse often thorny issues of
industrial organisation competition policy and liberalisation in the asia pacific
region

Business, Markets and Government in the Asia
Pacific 1998
as market economic systems extend over southeast asia the debate over what role
the state should play and what political regime is necessary for economic growth is
hotly contested this revised and updated text examines the political economy of
specific countries in the region and follows with a thematic and comparative
analysis of key issues

The Political Economy of South-East Asia 2006
this comprehensive book provides detailed descriptions and analysis of the bond
markets in eight east asian developing economies hong kong indonesia south korea
malaysia the philippines singapore taiwan and thailand drawing on the most recent
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data available emery assesses the strengths and weaknesses of each countrys bond
market concluding with comparisons of the eight countries bond markets the book
will be an invaluable reference for economists policymakers and all those
interested in emerging capital markets drawing on the most recent data available
this comprehensive book provides detailed descriptions and analysis of the bond
markets in eight east asian developing economies hong kong indonesia south korea
malaysia the philippines singapore taiwan and thailand robert emery devotes a full
chapter to evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of each countrys bond market
for each country emery describes the history of the bond market and identifies its
key participants the different types of bonds and the current terms for bond issues
he also discusses the size of the bond market the bond issuing process trading
procedures and the structure of the market the clearing and settlement system and
fees and taxes finally he lists the regulators of the market current regulations and
bond rating agencies assesses the markets past performance and offers
suggestions for improvement each country chapter is organized into a standard
format making it easy for the reader to locate and compare specific information
emery concludes the book with cross country comparisons of the eight countries
bond markets it will be an invaluable reference for economists policymakers and
all those interested in emerging capital markets

The Bond Markets Of Developing East Asia
2018-02-23
learn the how when and why of entering asian markets retailers entering asia are
faced with not only a consumer and retail culture very different from their own but
with a variety of cultures that vary greatly among countries within the continent
international retailing plans and strategies in asia examines the strategies of
western retailers entering into asian markets and provides specific case examples
showing why some companies have failed in asia as well as factors that helped
others succeed important concepts for international retailers exploring asian
markets are clearly explained and the material is particularly relevant to current
wto and unctad debates about the globalization of retail markets helpful tables
charts and illustrations make complex information easy to access and understand
international retailing plans and strategies in asia examines how foreign
investment influences domestic retail systems how strategies for entering
european markets can be adapted and applied to various asian markets the
important practice of incorporating local cultural values into trading relationships
in asian markets the investment of japanese retailers in china and the trend toward
internationalization in asia by asian retailers the evolution of foreign investment in
korea with a look at foreign firms specific investment strategies issues of local
competition and the need for foreign firms to adapt to local consumer cultures
particularly as analyzed in case studies of metro cash and carry toys r us and
carrefour what understanding foreign markets means in terms of adaptation and
success for retailers and wholesalers the material in these pages will help to
inform business decisions about how to and how not to enter foreign markets and
whether or not it is proper for governments to intervene the chapters in this book
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originally presented as papers at a workshop held at chung ang university in seoul
in november 2003 address issues of diversity in international retailing and
distribution in asia international retailing plans and strategies in asia is designed
to be essential reading for international marketing students retail researchers
business managers and policymakers and to be a useful addition to university
business school library collections

International Retailing Plans and Strategies in
Asia 2014-06-03
capital market refom in asia contains a selection of papers that capture the
essence of capital market reform in the asian region including important lessons
from the global financial crisis of 2007 2009

Capital Market Reform in Asia 2012
this title was first published in 2001 the east asian economies enjoyed miraculous
economic growth in the 1990s and were expected to prosper into the 21st century
however this was not to be there was a financial crash in the summer of 1997 the
crisis spread from thailand to the asean economies and then by the autumn it had
reached the northeast asian economies discussions on the causes of the crisis
cover a wide variety of possible culprits hedge funds foreign exchange policy
dependence on foreign capital bubble economies corporate governance
underdeveloped financial markets and so on this book focuses on the asian
financial crisi from the long term perspective of development of financial reform in
asia the purpose of this book is to analyze and assess the financial crisis in the
different asian economies by comparing them from the point of view of long run
financial system reform and to consider the future prospects of financial reform in
asia

Mortgage-backed Securities Markets in Asia 1999
this book is dedicated to examining exchange traded funds etfs market in the asia
pacific region between 2004 and 2017 it offers a broad examination of the
attributes and development of the etf markets the book presents a new approach
to etf markets modeling that uses innovation diffusion model in addition it explores
the empirical links between etfs and information and communication technologies
icts the book also compares etfs and competing investment options this book
should appeal to both academics and practitioners as it includes detailed
descriptions of the etf markets and prepared projections regarding their future
development as the asia pacific region plays a significant role in the global
economy this book should be useful for international readers beyond this area the
emergence of etfs in asia pacific begins with an overview of the asia pacific
economies focusing on their importance for the global economy and their features
next the book introduces an analytical framework it explains major features of etfs
such as their creation distribution and trading and key categories which facilitates
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profound understanding of the book merit even for readers with little knowledge
about etfs the following chapter explores the role of icts in economy and society
identifying channels of their impact on financial markets it discusses how icts
foster dynamic spread of financial innovations including etfs across financial
markets next the book examines the etf market s development in different
countries in the asia pacific region by analyzing their level of development in terms
of turnover in this part it also provides brief characteristics of all markets
including their structures and categories of etfs in various countries consecutive
part of the book is dedicated to reports on the process of icts growing penetration
across asia pacific countries showing the changes observed during recent years it
then continues the empirical analysis of the etf markets in the asia pacific region
by attempting to trace the links between the development of etf markets and ict
penetration during the period 2004 2017 as complementary material a
methodological annex is included showing major analytical techniques used
throughout the research

Financial Big Bang in Asia 2019-07-23
over a decade after national independence it is apparent that the contrasting
development strategies adopted by the five new governments of central asia have
led to significantly different outcomes this well written and timely book analyses
how the development strategies of these countries have affected their transition
from communist governance

The Emergence of ETFs in Asia-Pacific
2019-03-28
a practical step by step guide for international marketers who are targeting the
challenging markets of the asia pacific region packed with useful information and
real world examples marketing across cultures in asia is based on the two authors
35 years of combined hands on experience of managing marketing and negotiating
in asia

Markets and Politics in Central Asia 2003-12-08
the contributors look at the growing sophistication of capital markets in east asia
and discuss the possible economic and political consequences

Marketing Across Cultures in Asia 2002
there has been a dramatic spread of health markets in much of asia and africa over
the past couple of decades this has substantially increased the availability of health
related goods and services in all but the most remote localities but it has created
problems with safety efficiency and cost the effort to bring order to these chaotic
markets is almost certain to become one of the greatest challenges in global health
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this book documents the problems associated with unregulated health markets and
presents innovative approaches that have emerged to address them it outlines a
framework that researchers policy makers and social entrepreneurs can use to
analyse health market systems and assess the likely outcome of alternative
interventions the book presents a new way of understanding highly marketised
health systems applies this understanding to an analysis of health markets in
countries across asia and africa and identifies some of the major new
developments for making these markets perform better in meeting the needs of the
poor it argues that it is time to move beyond ideological debates about the roles of
public and private sectors in an ideal health system and focus more on
understanding the operation of these markets and developing practical strategies
for improving their performance this book is ideal reading for researchers and
students in public health development studies public policy and administration
health economics medical anthropology and science and technology studies it is
also a valuable resource for policy makers social entrepreneurs and planners and
managers in public and private sector health systems including pharmaceutical
companies aid agencies ngos and international organisations

The Changing Capital Markets of East Asia
1995-11-16
this book examines how development projects affect indigenous people in six
developing asian countries including india and china the multi sited analysis looks
at broader issues of indigenous peoples development

Transforming Health Markets in Asia and Africa
2012-12-13
asia is a continent of contradictions and boundaries it offers exciting business
opportunities but is also characterized by unpredictability and conflict while
flexibility and creativity are in the dna of many startups in china major players like
xiaomi and alibaba have also emerged as global giants challenging established
global competitors the authors of this book show that these companies are
crossing various boundaries between cultures mindsets and perspectives at the
same time western companies entering asian markets face challenges that are very
different from those on their home turf this book addresses the needs of current
and future managers doing business in asia who need to understand the individual
social and business challenges that can arise from crossing boundaries the
respective case studies provide essential insights on how several asian companies
have made impressive strides towards becoming established players how the
revival of local brands and growing pride in local products has become a major
challenge for global competition how the need to actively practice corporate social
responsibility in asian markets is currently challenging many companies and how
the need for individual and team coaching among the members of management to
support a company s development has grown tremendously calling for new
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solutions

The Changing Capital Markets of East Asia 1995
this is an excerpt from frontier and developing asia the next generation of
emerging markets frontier and developing asia which includes countries such as
vietnam cambodia and bangladesh is located in the world s fastest growing region
and has favorable demographics despite their heterogeneity the countries share a
number of common macroeconomic financial and structural challenges the book
addresses issues related to economic growth and structural transformation as well
as the risk of a poverty trap and rising income inequality the book also analyses a
number of financial sector and monetary policy framework issues

Markets and Indigenous Peoples in Asia
2012-11-22
dobson wendy business networks in east asia diversity and evolution petri peter a
markets competition and restructuring in the 1990s lin justin yifu state
intervention ownership and state enterprise reform in china trebilcock michael j
the evolution of competition policy lessons from comparative experience bollard
alan vautier kerrin m the convergence of competition law within apec and the cer
agreement lloyd p j competition policy in apec principles of harmonisation wu rong
i chu yun peng trade and competition policy pupphavesa wisarn competition
regulation and policy in thailand janow merit e policy approaches to economic
deregulation and regulatory reform ure john vivorakij araya telecommunication
and privatisation in asia chujoh ushio yamauchi hirotaka japan s air transport
policy at a crossroad naidu g power sector reform in malaysia privatisation and
regulation vikitset thiraphong liberalisation and privatisation of the thai power
sector issues and perspectives

Management Practices in Asia 2019-08-20
written for international finance executives economists and policymakers this is
the first book to describe in detail the money markets of the eight major
developing countries of east asia hong kong indonesia korea malaysia the
philippines singapore thailand and taiwan robert f emery makes use of the most
recent and complete data available to analyze the strengths and weaknesses of
each individual market and identify the main participants the nature of the
instruments used the size of the market and any official influences on the market
he also assesses each market in terms of its past performance suggests possible
measures to improve the market and describes the basic ingredients for
establishing a viable and growing market following an introductory chapter that
explains asian money markets the volume contains chapters on each of the eight
countries that analyze their respective markets in detail each chapter is organized
into a standard format making it easy for the reader to locate specific information
the introductory section contains information on the country s general economy its
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financial system the structure of the money market and significant money market
developments subsequent sections examine individual components of the money
market such as the interbank or commercial paper market an analytical section
discusses how large a role the money market plays in the country s economy
evaluates past financial policies and proposes future policy initiatives the final
chapter makes cross country comparisons of the various countries markets and
indicates what lessons can be derived from the preceding analyses numerous
explanatory tables and figures amplify points made in the text

Excerpt: Frontier and Developing Asia 2015-01-30
this publication explains how market based instruments can be utilized to improve
air quality water and waste management in asia asia has experienced massive
economic growth characterized by rapid urbanization and industrialization
changing demographics and increasing consumption and demand for resource this
has contributed to significant environmental degradation the challenge faced by
governments in the region is in identifying and implementing innovative and
dynamic policy approaches that are effective at improving environmental quality
while sustaining development gains the report makes recommendations on how
market based instruments can be used for more efficient and effective
environmental management

Business, Markets and Government in the Asia-
Pacific 1998
contents include an overview and policy recommendations case studies which
include australian content international perspectives and issues and findings

The Money Markets of Developing East Asia 1991
this book will be an important addition to the limited number of books that discuss
finance and accounting issues in east asian countries while presenting recent
empirical studies on finance and accounting in east asian economies it also reveals
the underlying reasons for remarkable economic growth and emerging
performance of the financial markets in the east asian countries it introduces
newly developed financial products institutions governance mechanism banking
policy changes and their implications in the east asian economies and discusses
the way forward for these economies with recommendations for policy implications
it also contains suggestions for other developing countries trying to achieve rapid
growth contents multi foreign exchange rate relations in turbulent market lessons
from lehman shockthe asymmetric contagion from the us stock market around the
subprime crisiscan monetary policy target on asset price evidence from chinese
real estate marketrelationship banking and firm profitabilitythe choice between
dividend and share repurchasebanking relationships in east asian economies
lessons for developing countriesan econometric analysis of japanese government
bond markets in the prewar and postwar periodshedging ipos and japanese days of
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the week stock return patterns return volatility and liquidity of the jgb
futuresconsistency of risk attitude and other investment behavior of japanese fund
managers readership researchers graduate students and academicians interested
in financial markets and asian economies keywords financial market foreign
exchange rate sub prime crisis real estate market relationship banking dividend
and share stock market government bond hedging ipo return volatility liquidity
risk attitude investment behavior fund managerskey features one of the few books
on east asian economies written in englishcovers a wide range of topics like capital
market foreign exchange market real estate market banking including recent ones
like sub prime crisis lehman shock etc

Greening Markets 2021-07-28

Competition among Financial Centres in Asia-
Pacific 2009

Studies on Financial Markets in East Asia
2011-01-31

The Interdependence of Share Markets in the
Developed Economies of East Asia 2001
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